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Paying Annual Leave

Calculating annual holiday pay

The calculation of holiday pay is an
integral part of employees’ final pay for
the calendar year.

Whichever of the following is the larger becomes the rate of the weekly holiday pay:
1.
‘Average weekly earnings’: Calculate ‘total gross earnings’ for the 12 months
before the end of the last pay period before the annual holiday and divide this
figure by 52.

Check the wording of your Individual
Employment Agreements. The employer
and employee can agree to leave the
normal pay cycle undisturbed by the time
off work, but this must be reflected in the
employment agreement. If it is not,
employees are entitled to receive their
pay for annual leave before they
commence their leave.
If you would like guidance on this, or any
other Human Resources topics, feel free
to call Brenda James on (09) 2370021.
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2.

‘Ordinary weekly pay’: Multiply the ordinary hourly rate of the employee’s
pay as at the start of the holiday by the number of hours worked in a ‘normal’
week.

Calculating pay for statutory (public) holidays
1.

‘Relevant daily pay’: Find the amount of pay that the employee would have
received if he or she had worked on the day concerned.

2.

‘Average daily pay’ is used when using relevant daily pay is not possible or
practicable or there is variation in the daily pay during the pay period when
the holiday occurs. Calculate gross earnings for the 52 weeks before the end
of the immediately preceding pay period and divide by the number of whole
or part days during which the employee earned those earnings including days
of paid holiday or leave.

In the case of employees who have commenced employment during the year, their
average weekly earnings are calculated by taking the amount of their gross earnings
from starting work until the last pay period before the holiday and dividing that
amount by the number of weeks worked. For examples on holiday pay please visit
the Department of Labour’s website: http://www.dol.govt.nz/
Pay calculations can be complex especially when employees receive allowances,
(e.g. travel) and have deductions made (e.g. KiwiSaver, student loan) so contact us if
you need assistance in getting these important calculations right.

W With Christmas only three weeks away, it is time to ensure you have given staff notice of any pending closedown during the
Christmas and New Year period and their requirement to take Annual Leave.

A closedown period means “a period during which the employer customarily closes the employer’s operations or discontinues the
work of one or more employees and requires his or her employees to take all or some of their annual holidays”.

Businesses can only impose one closedown period in each year.

Employers must give at least 14 days’ notice of a closedown and the requirement to take annual holidays or discontinue work.

Be sure to check your Individual Employment Agreements that they contain the required clause stating that Employees are
“required to take all or some of their annual holidays”.

Williamson & Co Christmas closing period

If you would like guidance on this, or any other Human Resources
topics, feel free to call Brenda James thon (09) 2370021.
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Our offices will be closed from Midday Friday 23 December 2011, until Monday 16

January 2012
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A closedown period means “a period during which the employer customarily closes the employer’s operations or discontinues the
work of one or more employees and requires his or her employees to take all or some of their annual holidays”.
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Businesses can only impose one closedown period in each year.

Employers must give at least 14 days’ notice of a closedown and the requirement to take annual holidays or discontinue work.

Year end computer detox!
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Clean it. Literally. You’ll be amazed what appears when
you tip that keyboard upside down (only use anti-static
wipes or a soft brush. NOT water!)



Remove clutter, delete unwanted documents off the
desktop and tidy up your folder structure



Remove any programs that are no longer required



Empty your recycle bin!



Make sure your firewall is active



Check that all necessary updates have been installed





Is it time to look at upgrading to Microsoft Office 2010 or
365...?

Perform a last minute virus scan - check out Spybot Search &
Destroy



Perform a disk cleanup and disk defragmentation
(set this to run overnight as it may take several hours)



Perform routine backups of all files and settings



Archive files offsite



Update your security passwords!



Double check your antivirus protection is up to date and
won’t expire while you’re on holiday

Computer systems vary. If you use an external IT provider to manage your computer requirements then liaise with them as to what
they have planned and what you can carry out yourself.
And remember… your computer needs a holiday too - make sure to shut down and turn off before you leave the office!

Tax Talk
Let us entertain you
Let’s look at the tax treatment of saying thanks to customers and staff
typically with gifts, wining and dining.
Inland Revenue’s IR268 guide gives the following examples of where
entertainment expenses are 50% deductible:


Taking customers, suppliers and business associates out for dinner
or putting on a function for them



The traditional Christmas party for staff



Shouting customers, suppliers and staff to an event, e.g. a rugby
game or a show



Taking them on a jaunt in your launch (running/hireage costs and
food and alcohol)



Giving them the use of your bach or time share apartment as a
thank you gesture (the occupancy costs)

We’ve been asked ‘why only 50% deductible?’ Apparently it’s because
we get some personal enjoyment or benefit from quaffing a wine and
tucking into a steak (too right!).
In lieu of a Christmas party you may give your employees restaurant
vouchers to use at their discretion. This cost is fully deductible but is
subject to fringe benefit tax (FBT), although there is an exemption of
$300 per employee per quarter (a maximum exemption can apply).
The same treatment applies to staff gifts, again fully deductible but
subject to FBT under the ‘other benefits’ category.

As a thank you gesture many firms give their customers
gifts during the festive season. The cost of the gifts is fully
tax deductible as marketing and promotion expenditure.
Many firms pay their staff a Christmas cash bonus. These
payments are classed as ‘extra emoluments’ and are fully
deductible but have PAYE deducted at the employee’s
marginal tax rate e.g. 33% if earning over $70,000 per
annum.
If in doubt about where you stand tax deductibility-wise
with your generosity to customers and staff, check with us
and we’ll help you get it right.

Book out your bach: avoid the tax headache
Recent years have seen a surge in
popularity in the short-stay rental of
holiday homes. The internet has made it
easier to list, book and review baches
and cribs which are available when
owners aren’t in residence.
Inland Revenue have recently issued a
paper proposing new rules on mixed-use
assets (including holiday homes) where
there is a mixture of business and
personal use, with revised criteria that
should be adhered to when booking out
the bach. But until the rules are formally
changed, the current policies still apply.
Firstly, it’s vital that your intentions are
bona fide. You must market the holiday
home in a commercial manner such as
setting up and using a website for the
property, registering the property with a
reputable holiday home website or
listing the property for short stay rental
with local real estate agencies. These
efforts cannot be seen to be ‘token’, you

should be accepting offers from suitable
renters.
Secondly, your own (plus family and
friends’) use of the property must be
diarised so you can determine the days
in a year that the property was available
for renting out.
If the property is owned by an individual
or a family trust the expenses relating to
the property including the utilities
(power, rates, insurance), maintenance
and interest on debt will be apportioned
according to the number of days in a
year the house was available for rent.
There are GST issues too. Short stay
accommodation is a taxable supply for
GST purposes so if the annual rent you
are receiving exceeds $60,000, the
owning entity (individual, partnership,
company or trust) is required to register
for GST and return GST on the outputs
(rent) and inputs (expenses and
improvements) made and received.

This threshold may seem high but some
do have more than one holiday home in
the same entity! This threshold includes
the market value of free or cheap use of
the bach by persons associated to the
owner.
The value of the property becomes a
taxable supply when registration occurs
and when the property is sold or the
entity de-registered. Both the income tax
and GST issues can be quite tricky so we
recommend consulting us to make sure all
the tax bases are covered correctly.

Business Perspective

A year in New Zealand business resilience
A year ago our nation was reeling following the Pike River Mine
disaster and the first earthquake in Christchurch. One year on
Christchurch has suffered another devastating quake with tragic loss
of life and major property damage; the Hawke’s Bay has been hit by a
huge storm that washed out large areas of productive farm land;
across NZ gold kiwifruit crops have been decimated by the Psa virus
(with infection confirmed to green crops also).

Most recently the Bay of Plenty’s beaches were polluted
by oil and debris from the Rena grounded on Astrolabe
Reef. These critical events apart, businesses have to
cope with localised crises, such as losing a contract, a
major bad debt or a key staff member leaving. How to
cope when adversity strikes? Dr Sven Hansen of the
Resilience Institute succinctly advises ‘be calm, advance
steadily, prevail.’

Beware! - The pitfalls of receiving regular Working for Families Tax Credit payments
Did you know ?
If you are overpaid your tax credits, the Inland Revenue Department will need to be repaid and interest and penalties may apply.
These amounts soon add up!
In most circumstances we suggest that our clients receive Working for Families Tax Credits (WFTC) at the end of the year rather than
in weekly or fortnightly payments to avoid this situation.
We have noticed a few of our clients have underestimated their family income when setting up the payments and have received a
nasty surprise once their tax return has been completed.
What to do?
If you would like to change your payments to an annual calculation, contact the IRD and advise them of the change. You can also
contact us and we will take care of it for you.
If you still would prefer your payments weekly or fortnightly, we suggest family income is calculated carefully and on the side of
caution, particularly where one or more party’s income is from self-employment.
When calculating “family income” for WFTC please remember:
LAQC losses are added back
Shareholder salaries are included
Interest and dividends are included
In some instances Company and/ or Trust profits need be allocated to shareholders/ trustees
A taxpayer cannot have negative income. The lowest income possible is Nil.
Your children’s income can be included
If you need assistance calculating your WFTC entitlement or would like to discuss the subject in more detail, please don’t hesitate to
contact us.

Disclaimer
This publication has been carefully prepared, but it has been written in
general terms only. The publication should not be relied upon to provide
specific information without also obtaining appropriate professional advice
after detailed examination of your particular situation.
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Williamson & Co.
Client Networking Opportunities:

Cosy Gas Flame Ltd.
Erik Andersen is a Certified Plumber, Gas Fitter and Drainlayer providing services to clients in both private
and commercial sectors.

Erik specialises in repairing and maintaining both commercial and domestic gas appliances. He also
provides plumbing, gas fitting and drainlaying services.

These services are provided on new buildings, additions to buildings and commercial buildings.

FOR A 10% DISCOUNT – simply mention you saw this on the Williamson & Co Website.

Phone Erik Andersen @ Cosy Gas Flame – (09) 5365929.

If you would like the opportunity to appear in the next issue of our Wilco newsletter, simply go to our website
www.williamsonca.co.nz click the Contact Us page and submit your details via the email enquiry form.

